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Abstract. We introduce the fixpoint definitions, which is a reformula-
tion of fixpoint logic constructs. We define the logic FO(FD), an exten-
sion of first order logic with fixpoint definitions. We illustrate the relation
between fixpoint definitions and non-monotone inductive definitions in
FO(ID), which is developed as an integration of ASP and classical logic.
We investigate the satisfiability problem, SAT(FD), of the propositional
fragment of FO(FD). We also demonstrate how to extend existing SAT
solvers to become SAT(FD) solvers.

1 Introduction

It is well-known that, in general, inductive definitions cannot be expressed in first
order logic (FO). Yet, inductively defined concepts are often useful in practice.
The lack of expressive power of FO logic to represent recursion (including recur-
sion through negation) has motivated its extension with fixpoint constructs. For
example, the µ-calculus [12, 22], a class of temporal logics with explicit fixpoints,
provides a conceptually advantageous framework for specifying and reasoning
about Real-Time Systems [10]. In the context of databases, query languages
have been extended with fixpoint constructs to represent inductively definable
concepts [3, 1]. Also, description logics have been extended with such fixpoint
constructs [4]. These logics can be viewed as well-behaved fragments of FO logic
with fixpoints [18, 19]. The availability of explicit least and greatest fixpoint con-
structs in these logics allows inductive and coinductive concepts to be expressed
in a natural way. Also in these logics, several forms of induction have been mod-
elled: e.g. monotone induction, partial fixpoint induction, inflationary fixpoint
induction.

The language FO(ID) [6, 7] is a knowledge representation language that uses
the well-founded semantics of logic programming (LP) [23] to extend classical
first order logic with a new “inductive definition” primitive. In the resulting
formalism, all kinds of definitions regularly found in mathematical practice –
e.g., monotone inductive definitions, non-monotone inductive definitions over
a well-ordered set, and iterated inductive definitions – can be represented in
a uniform way. FO(ID) represents these definitions in the same way as they
typically appear in mathematical texts, i.e., as an enumeration of a set of cases in
which the defined relation(s) holds; in FO(ID), each of these cases is represented
by a rule.



The origins of FO(ID) lie in the area of logic programming. In particular,
FO(ID) is very closely related to the Answer Set Programming (ASP) paradigm.
The precise relation between FO(ID) and ASP is discussed in detail in [14]. One
of the main contributions that FO(ID) provides to this area is to show how a
tight integration of logic programming rules into classical logic can be achieved
in a conceptually clean way.

The work in this paper is inspired by work on FO(ID) to integrate LP-style
rules into fixpoint logic constructs. In this paper, we introduce a concept of fix-
point definitions (FDs), which is a reformulation of fixpoint logic constructs by
applying the rule-based syntactic sugar. The fixpoint definitions use the format
of LP-like rules which will enable us more easily to link it with logic program-
ming notation and the notation for inductive definitions in FO(ID). We define
the logic FO(FD), which is an extension of first order logic with fixpoint defini-
tions. In the resulting logic, almost all kinds of inductions can be expressed as
well. We investigate the connections between the fixpoint definitions and non-
monotone inductive definitions in FO(ID) by presenting equivalence preserving
transformations of non-monotone inductive definitions to fixpoint definitions.
It turns out that all kinds of inductive definitions in FO(ID) can be expressed
in FO(FD). Meanwhile, due to the allowance of greatest fixpoints in FO(FD),
co-induction can be represented in FO(FD). Thus, some concepts, e.g., infinite
structures and co-recursion [2], which can not be defined in FO(ID) through the
well-founded way, can be handled naturally in FO(FD).

On the computational level, the SAT problem, deciding the satisfiability of
propositional logic (PC) theories, is a major research topic. An important re-
search direction is to develop SAT solvers for extension of PC, e.g., SMT [17].
The use of extended languages leads to broader applicability of SAT-like systems,
facilitates the modelling of applications, and may substantially reduce the size of
encodings. All these benefits also hold for PC(FD), the propositional fragment
of FO(FD). This paper presents a SAT solver for PC(FD). The satisfiability
problem of PC(FD) is called the SAT(FD) problem.

Our approach to the SAT(FD) problem is by encoding the FDs into propo-
sitional logic formulae [20]. In this work, we show how SAT(FD) solvers can
be built by extending SAT solvers with an additional propagation mechanism
suitable for reasoning on fixpoint definitions. The obvious advantage from this
approach is that the SAT(FD) solver benefits from any improvement made to
the underlying SAT solver. In particular, it has the same performance on pure
propositional problems as the underlying solver. A further advantage is that by
separating the two propagation mechanisms (one for propositional theories and
one for FDs), we also strongly simplify the description of a SAT(FD) solver.
According to our knowledge, SAT(FD) is the first model generator for fixpoint
logics, which can be viewed as one of the main contributions of this paper.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the fixpoint
definitions and the logic FO(FD). We present the inductive definitions of FO(ID)
and illustrate the relationship between non-monotone inductive definitions and
fixpoint definitions in Section 3. We introduce SAT(FD) and present a high level
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overview of the requirements for the algorithm of SAT(FD) in Section 4. We
present the detailed SAT(FD) algorithm in Section 5. We finish with conclusions,
related and further work.

2 Fixpoint Definitions and FO(FD)

In this section, we introduce the fixpoint definitions (FD), which is basically a
new formalism of fixpoint constructs using rule-like syntactic sugar. We present
the logic FO(FD), which is the extension of first order logic with fixpoint defi-
nitions.

We assume familiarity with classical logic. A vocabulary Σ consists of a
set of predicate and function symbols. Propositional symbols and constants are
0-ary predicate symbols, respectively function symbols. Terms and FO formu-
lae are defined as usual, and are built inductively from variables, constant and
function symbols and logical connectives and quantifiers. Note that predicate
symbols occurring in a fixpoint definition are viewed as predicate constants but
not predicate variables.

A rule is an expression of the form ∀x̄(P (x̄) ← Ψ [x̄]), where Ψ [x̄] is a first
order formula. The defined predicate of the rule is P . Ψ [x̄] is known as the body
of the rule. The connective ← is called definitional implication and is to be dis-
tinguished from material implication ⊃. We say that a predicate symbol occurs
positively (negatively) in a formula if it occurs in the scope of an even (odd)
numbers of negations. A rule is positive in a set σ of predicate symbols if these
symbols occur only positively in Ψ .

For a set R of rules, we denote def(R) as the set of defined predicates of its
rules, and we denote open(R) as the set of all other symbols occurring in R.

Without loss of generality, we assume from now on, that rule sets contain for
each of its defined predicates exactly one rule of the form ∀x̄(P (x̄) ← ϕP [x̄]).
Indeed, any set of rules {∀x̄(P (x̄) ← ϕ1[x̄]), . . . , ∀x̄(P (x̄) ← ϕn[x̄])} can be
transformed into a single rule ∀x̄(P (x̄)← ϕ1[x̄] ∨ . . . ∨ ϕn[x̄]).

Let Σ be a vocabulary, I a Σ-interpretation and σ̄ a tuple of symbols not
necessarily in Σ. I[σ̄ : v̄] is a Σ ∪ σ̄-interpretation, which is the same as I
except symbols σ̄ are interpreted by values v̄ within the domain of I. Given a Σ-
interpretation I and Σ′ ⊆ Σ, the restriction of I to the symbols of Σ′ is denoted
I|Σ′ . Given a Σ-interpretation I and a Σ′-interpretation I ′ with Σ∩Σ′ = ∅, the
Σ ∪Σ′-interpretation mapping each P ∈ Σ to I(P ) and each P ′ ∈ Σ′ to I ′(P ′)
is denoted by I + I ′.

With a set of rules R and a Σ-interpretation I interpreting at least all open
symbols and no defined symbols (Σ ∩ def(R) = ∅ and open(R) ⊆ Σ), there is a
standard way of associating an operator ΓRI on the set of def(R)-interpretations
with the domain of I. For two such interpretations J,K, we define ΓRI (J) = K
if for every P ∈ def(R), K(P ) = {d̄|I + J |= ϕP [d̄]}.

If each defined symbol in def(R) has only positive occurrences in the body
of a rule in R, the operator ΓRI is monotone with respect to the standard truth
order on interpretations and hence, it has least and greatest fixpoints in this set
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denoted lfp(ΓRI ), respectively gfp(ΓRI ). Importantly, if I(P ) ≤ I ′(P ) for every
symbol P ∈ open(R) with only positive occurrences in rule bodies of R, then
lfp(ΓRI ) ≤ lfp(ΓRI′ ) and gfp(ΓRI ) ≤ gfp(ΓRI′ ).

Definition 1. We define a least fixpoint definition (LFD), respectively greatest
fixpoint definition (GFD) over vocabulary Σ by simultaneous induction, as a
finite expression D of the form

⌊R,∆1, . . . ,∆m,∇1, . . . ,∇n

⌋
, respectively

⌈R, ∆1, . . . , ∆m,∇1, . . . ,∇n

⌉

with 0 ≤ n,m such that:

1. R is a set of rules over Σ.
2. Each ∆i is a least fixpoint definition and each ∇j is a greatest fixpoint defi-

nition.

To express the remaining conditions, we need some auxiliary concepts and no-
tations. For such an expression D, we say that a predicate P is locally defined
in D if P ∈ def(R), and that P is defined in D if P is locally defined in D or
defined in any of its subdefinitions ∆1, . . . ,∇n. The set of defined predicates of
D is denoted def(D). A symbol is open in D if it occurs in D and is not defined
in it. The set of open symbols of D is denoted open(D).

3. Every defined symbol of D has only positive occurrences in bodies of rules in
D.

4. Each symbol P ∈ def(D) has exactly one local definition in D. Formally,
{def(R), def(∆1), . . . , def(∇n)} is a partition of def(D).

5. For every subdefinition D′ of D, open(D′) ⊆ open(D)∪def(R). In particular,
a symbol defined in another subdefinition D′′ 6= D′, does not occur in D′.

A fixpoint definition is either a least fixpoint definition or a greatest fixpoint
definition. ut

Both LFD and GFD expressions are defined as trees with nodes containing
rule sets and two types of children, namely LFD’s and GFD’s. Each defined
predicate of the expression is locally defined in exactly one node of this graph.
Moreover, a predicate locally defined in one node, has only positive occurrences
in rule bodies in the node, its ancestors and its descendants, and does not occur
at all in a sibling of the node or the siblings descendants.

Example 1. The following expression is a fixpoint definition of the sets of even
and odd numbers on the structure of the natural numbers with zero and the

successor function:
⌊∀x(E(x)← x = 0 ∨ ∃y(x = s(y) ∧O(y)))
∀x(O(x)← ∃y(x = s(y) ∧ E(y)))

⌋

Example 2. We represent a transition graph on a set of vertices representing
states by a binary predicate T . Let R represent a property of states, i.e., it is a
unary predicate on vertices. We want P to represent the set of states which have
an (infinite) path which passes an infinite number of times through a state satis-

fying R. This set is defined by:




∀x (P (x)← Q(x))⌊∀x (Q(x)← R(x) ∧ ∃y(T (x, y) ∧ P (y)))
∀x (Q(x)← ∃y(T (x, y) ∧Q(y)))

⌋



.
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An FO(FD) formula is either an FO formula or a fixpoint definition. An
FO(FD) theory is a set of FO(FD) formulae without free variables.

The semantics of the FO(FD) is an integration of standard FO semantics
with fixpoint semantics of definitions.

We firstly define the semantics of LFD’s and GFD’s. Given an expression D
which might be a LFD or an GFD, and a Σo-interpretation I interpreting at
least all open symbols of D and no defined ones. We define an operator ΓDI on the
set of def(D)-interpretations with domain UI . This operator is monotone with
respect to the standard truth order on interpretations and hence, it has least and
greatest fixpoints in this set. We define ΓDI (J) inductively as the interpretation
K + K ′ where

– K is the (def(D) \ def(R))-interpretation such that, for J ′ = I + J |def(R)
:

K|def(∆i)
= lfp(Γ∆i

J′ )

K|def(∇j)
= gfp(Γ∇j

J′ )

Observe that J ′ interprets all open symbols in every subdefinition of ϕ.
– K ′ is the def(R)-interpretation ΓRK (J |def(R)

).

Let D be a fixpoint definition and I a Σ-interpretation such that Σ contains
all symbols in D. If D is a LFD, then I satisfies D iff I|def(D) = lfp(ΓDI|open(D)

).

If D is a GFD, then I satisfies D iff I|def(D)
= gfp(ΓDI|open(D)

). As usual, this is

denoted I |= D. A Σ-interpretation I satisfies an FO(FD) theory T if I satisfies
every ϕ ∈ T .

Example 3. In Example 2, the i’th iteration of the operator D computes P as the
set of states with a path containing at least i states satisfying R. The fixpoint
consists of nodes with a path containing infinitely many states satisfying R.

3 Generalized Inductive Definitions

In this section, we present the notation for inductive definitions in the logic
FO(ID) [6, 7]. We also illustrate the relationship between fixpoint definitions
and non-monotone inductive definitions.

Definition 2. A (generalized) inductive definition (GID) is a finite set of rules.
Its sets of defined symbols def(D), respectively open symbols open(D) are defined
as usual.

We do not insist on defined predicate to occur positively in rule bodies in a
general inductive definition, meaning that non-monotone inductive definitions
are allowed. A model of a GID is a two-valued well-founded model [8, 7].

Example 4. Consider the following non-monotone inductive definition of even
and odd numbers over the structure of the natural numbers with zero and the
successor function:{∀x(Even(x)← x = 0 ∨ ∃y(x = s(y) ∧ ¬Even(y)))

∀x(Odd(x)← ∃y(x = s(y) ∧ Even(y)))

}
.
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Indeed, an arbitrary (non-monotone) inductive definition can be transformed
into an equivalent (up to the original vocabulary) least fixpoint definition. We
demonstrate it as follows.

Let D be a generalized inductive definition. For each of its defined predicates
P , we introduce a new predicate symbol of the same arity P¬. For each formula
ϕ, let ϕ denote the formula obtained by substituting each negative occurrence
P (t̄) of a defined predicate P by ¬P¬(t̄). Using this concept, define two sets of
rules, RD = {∀x̄(P (x̄)← ϕP )|P ∈ def(D)} and Rd

D = {∀x̄(P¬(x̄)← ¬ϕP )|P ∈
def(D)}. Now define ∆D =

⌊RD,
⌈Rd

D

⌉⌋
. Note that this is a well-formed ex-

pression.

Example 5.
{∀x(Even(x)← x = 0 ∨ ∃y(x = s(y) ∧ ¬Even(y)))
∀x(Odd(x)← ∃y(x = s(y) ∧ Even(y)))

}

translates into


∀x(Even(x)← x = 0 ∨ ∃y(x = s(y) ∧ Even¬(y)))
∀x(Odd(x)← ∃y(x = s(y) ∧ Even(y)))⌈∀x(Even¬(x)← x 6= 0 ∧ ∀y(x = s(y) ⊃ Even(y)))
∀x(Odd¬(x)← ∀y(x = s(y) ⊃ Even¬(y)))

⌉

 .

Theorem 1. Let D be a generalized inductive definition over Σ. Let ∆D be a
fixpoint definition over Σ∪{P¬ | P ∈ def(D)} obtained from D by the translation
mentioned above. Then there is a one-to-one mapping between the models I of
D and the models I ′ of ∆D with I ′|Σ = I and I ′(P¬) = ¬I(P ) for every P¬.

4 Theory of SAT(FD)

4.1 PC(FD) and SAT(FD)

In this section, we introduce PC(FD), the propositional fragment of FO(FD),
and SAT(FD), the satisfiability problem of PC(FD). We assume familiarity with
propositional logic.

A propositional vocabulary Σ is a set of propositional atoms. A literal is an
atom p or its negation ¬p. An atom p is called a positive literal, ¬p a negative
one. For a literal l, we identify ¬¬l with l. For a set S of literals, we denote by
¬S the set {¬l | l ∈ S}, and by Ŝ the set S ∪ ¬S.

A propositional logic theory is a set of propositional formulae. Without loss
of generality, we assume from now on, that propositional logic theories are in
conjunctive normal form (CNF): all propositional formulae are disjunctions of
literals, called clauses. A propositional logic theory T is satisfiable if it has a
model: an interpretation I that satisfies every clause of T , denoted I |= T . SAT
is the problem of deciding whether a given theory is satisfiable.

A propositional fixpoint definition is a fixpoint definition such that all sym-
bols occurring in it are propositional symbols.
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Example 6. Consider the propositional fixpoint definition D =



p← q ∨ r
q ← p


r ← p
s← t ∨ a
t← s





.

It is obvious that a is the only open atom in this fixpoint definition. There are
only two interpretations satisfying D, namely, I1 = {a 7→ f, p 7→ f, q 7→ f, r 7→
f, s 7→ t, t 7→ t} and I2 = {a 7→ t, p 7→ f, q 7→ f, r 7→ f, s 7→ t, t 7→ t}. The
construction of I1 is illustrated as follows: I1

1 = {a 7→ f, p 7→ f, q 7→ f, r 7→ t, s 7→
t, t 7→ t}, I2

1 = {a 7→ f, p 7→ f, q 7→ f, r 7→ f, s 7→ t, t 7→ t}, which is the limit of
the iterations and thus, I1 = I2

1 .

A PC(FD) theory is a set of propositional formulae and propositional fixpoint
definitions. A propositional fixpoint definition D is in definitional normal form
(DefNF) if for any p ∈ Σ, the fixpoint definition contains at most one rule
p ← ϕp, and either ϕp =

∨
Bp or ϕp =

∧
Bp, where Bp is a set of literals

called the body literals. A PC(FD) theory is in DefNF if it contains only one
propositional fixpoint definition, which is in DefNF, and its set of formulae is in
conjunctive normal form (CNF). There exists a linear transformation from an
arbitrary PC(FD) theory T over Σ to a DefNF theory T ′ over Σ′ ⊃ Σ such that
there is a one-to-one correspondence between models M of T and models M ′ of
T ′. Hence without loss of generality, we can from now on assume that PC(FD)
theories are in DefNF.

An interpretation I satisfies a PC(FD) theory if it satisfies every formula
and every definition of the theory. The SAT(FD) problem is the satisfiability
problem for PC(FD) theories.

SAT solving is the practice of answering the SAT problem. Although other
solving techniques exist, the current state of the art solvers are based on DPLL [5]
augmented with the two watched literal scheme (2WL) and with clause learn-
ing [16, 21]. The propagation method that drives this search is unit propagation,
whereby a literal is interpreted true if it occurs as the only non-false literal in a
clause. For more details we refer the reader to [16].

Definition 3. The completion of a rule p ← ϕp is given by the clausal form
of p ≡ ϕp. The completion of a propositional fixpoint definition D, denoted by
comp(D), is the union of the completions of all rules in D.

An important property, though, is that I |= D implies I |= comp(D). The
converse is not true, D has fewer models than comp(D). Hence, D can cause
extra constraints that result in more propagations than in comp(D). Our work
is to extend a SAT solver with these propagations.

4.2 Justifications

In this section, we introduce the notion of a justification, and use it to provide
an alternative characterization of the semantics of fixpoint definitions. We then
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return to the satisfiability for PC(FD), following an approach suggested by this
new characterization.

For a directed graph G = (V,E) and an element v ∈ V , we denote by ChG(v)
the set {w | (v, w) ∈ E}. If V is a set of literals, we call a cycle in G positive or
negative if it contains respectively only positive or negative literals.

Definition 4 (Justification). A justification J for D is a directed graph (Σ̂, E)
such that: (a) for every conjunctive rule c ← c1 ∧ . . . ∧ cn ∈ D, ChJ(c) =
{c1, . . . , cn} and ChJ(¬c) = {¬ci} for some i ∈ [1, n], and (b) for every disjunc-
tive rule d← d1 ∨ . . . ∨ dn ∈ D, ChJ(¬d) = {¬d1, . . . ,¬dn} and ChJ(d) = {di}
for some i ∈ [1, n], and (c) for every l 6∈ d̂ef(D), ChJ(l) is empty. The sub-
justification of J starting in a literal l, denoted Sub(J, l), is the subgraph of J
consisting of all paths starting in l.

Example 7. Consider Example 6. For the disjunctive rule defining p one can
choose ChJ (p) as either q or r. Similarly ChJ(s) is either t or a. This results in
four possible justifications for D, one of which is shown as follows.

r

²²

s

²²

¬p //

²²

¬rjj ¬a

p // qgg t

GG

¬q

HH

¬s

OO

// ¬tjj

Let J be a justification of D. It is easy to see that for each cycle in J , there
exists a unique subdefinition D′ of D (possibly D′ = D) such that all literals
occurring in the cycle are defined in D′ and at least one literal in the cycle is
locally defined in D′. We call such a cycle D′-cycle. Note a cycle in a justification
of D is either positive or negative, due to the positivity of rule bodies. A path
in J is called a D′-path if all literals occurring in the path are defined in D′ and
at least one literal in the path is locally defined in D′.

To formalize the notion that a defined atom is assigned a truth value in
accordance with a justification, we introduce the notion of support.

Definition 5 (Support). Let J be a justification for the fixpoint definition D
and I a Σ-interpretation. Then J supports I if for each l ∈ d̂ef(D), I(l) =
I(

∧
ChJ(l)).

Definition 6 (Witness). Let J be a justification for D and I a Σ-interpretation.
Then J is a D-witness for I iff (a) J supports I, and (b) for each LFD subdefi-
nition D′ of D, J contains no positive D′-cycle, and for each GFD subdefinition
D′ of D, J contains no negative D′-cycle. The second condition is called J is
cycle-safe.

Define ©= {p | either p is locally defined in an LFD subdefinition D′ of
D and for any justification J for D, Sub(J, p) contains a positive D′-cycle or
p is locally defined in a GFD subdefinition D′ of D and for any justification
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J for D, Sub(J,¬p) contains a negative D′-cycle }. Those atoms in © which
are locally defined in LFD subdefinitions, respectively locally defined in GFD
subdefinitions, have to be false, respectively, true in any model. Defining D 6© as
the fixpoint definition obtained by replacing in D the rule p← ϕp by p← ⊥ for
each p ∈© which is locally defined in some LFD subdefinition and the rule p← ϕp

by p← > for each p ∈© which is locally defined in some GFD subdefinition.

Example 8. Consider Example 6. Then p, q are locally defined in the least fix-
point definition D and p, q are part of a positive D-cycle in any justification
while s, t are locally defined in a GFD subdefinition D′ of D and ¬s,¬t are part

of a negative D′-cycle in any justification. Hence, D 6© =



p← ⊥
q ← ⊥


r ← p
s← >
t← >





.

The following proposition follows easily:

Proposition 1. D ≡ D 6©.

A witness for an interpretation I reflects a reasoning for the truths in I and the
following theorem holds:

Theorem 2. Let I be a Σ-interpretation and D a fixpoint definition on Σ.
I |= D iff there exists a D 6©-witness for I.

Example 9. Continuing from Examples 6, 7, 8, we search a model I of D that
extends I ′ = {a 7→ t}. The only justification for D 6© does not contain any cycles,
hence it can be a D 6©-witness for I. For the justification to be a D 6©-witness
of I, it should support I, hence we have that I(p) = I(q) = I(r) = f and
I(s) = I(t) = t, i.e., I = I2.

In other words, if we have a partial interpretation I ′, we can strengthen it
(propagate) by making p, q, r false and s, t true, based on the above reasoning.

The above theorem suggests the following structure for a SAT(FD) algorithm:

– initialize to find D 6©,
– apply SAT on comp(D 6©) (and on the propositional part of the theory),
– maintain a witness for the interpretation found by the SAT solver.

5 SAT(FD) Algorithm

The algorithm of SAT(FD) presented here is based on the algorithm of SAT(ID)
solver from [15]. However, due to the difference between the justification seman-
tics of fixpoint definitions and that of general inductive definitions, the algorithm
of SAT(FD) varies considerably.

The purpose of the initialisation step is to identify the atoms of © and to
construct D 6©. © can be easily obtained by marking literals with a stratification
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level. A cycle-safe justification of D 6© can now be derived by assigning to J(d) an
atom in the body with a smaller stratification level for each disjunctively defined
atom d which is locally defined in an LFD subdefinition and to J(¬c) a negative
literal in the body for ¬c with a smaller stratification level for each ¬c that is
the negation of a conjunctively defined atom c and is locally defined in a GFD
subdefinition.

Recall from Section 4 that the goal is to apply SAT on comp(D 6©), and to
maintain during the search a witness for the current interpretation. We start
with a high level description of the procedure and then elaborate on the details.

The main procedure iterates over the following steps until either a solution
is found (a total interpretation and a witness for it) or the search space is ex-
hausted.

1. Select a cycle-safe justification Jcs.
2. Use the SAT solver to update the current interpretation by performing unit

propagation on comp(D 6©) (and on the propositional part of the theory).
3. Use the state of SAT solver to construct a supporting justification Js.
4. If Js is not a witness then:

4a Use Jcs to adjust Js so that it becomes a witness. In case this fails,
a set Cycle is obtained of defined literals that cannot have a witness
under the current interpretation. Cycle consists of two kinds of defined
literals, namely positive defined atoms which are locally defined in LFD
subdefinitions and negative defined literals which are locally defined in
GFD subdefinitions. In every supporting justification it holds that for
each p ∈ Cycle such that p is locally defined in an LFD subdefinition
D′, the subjustification of p has a positive D′-cycle, and for each ¬p ∈
Cycle such that ¬p is locally defined in a GFD subdefinition D′, the
subjustification of ¬p has a negative D′-cycle.

4b If Js is still not a witness, make sure that all positive atoms in Cycle
which are locally defined in LFD subdefinitions will be set to be false
and all negative literals which are locally defined in GFD subdefinitions
will be set to be false as well in the next iteration.

Step 1: Selection of a cycle-safe justification. In the first iteration, the cycle-safe
justification Jcs is constructed with the procedure described in the beginning
of this section. In later iterations, the most recent witness is used as cycle-safe
justification, i.e., the supporting justification Js of the previous iteration becomes
the cycle-safe justification when it is a witness.

Step 2: SAT solving. This is a propagation step by the underlying SAT-solver.
Note that this includes clause learning and backtracking when propagation leads
to the detection of a conflict.

Step 3: Construct a Supporting Justification. We assume here that SAT solver
we are extending implements unit propagation using 2WL scheme. This scheme
keeps clauses satisfiable by maintaining for each clause an invariant on its two
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watched literals. Let W1(c) and W2(c) be the watched literals of clause c and I
the current interpretation, then the invariant is as follows: either I(W1(c)) = t
or W1(c) is not interpreted in I and I(W2(c)) 6= f.

We use the watching literals to construct a supporting justification Js. This
requires to set Js(d) for every disjunctively defined atom d and to set Js(¬c)
for every ¬c that is the negation of a conjunctively defined atom c. Let d ←
d1∨. . .∨dn be the rule defining d. comp(D) contains the clause ¬d∨d1∨. . .∨dn; let
W1 and W2 be the watched literals of this clause. If W1 = ¬d then Js(d) = W2,
otherwise Js(d) = W1. Let c ← c1 ∧ . . . ∧ cn be the rule defining c. comp(D)
contains the clause c ∨ ¬c1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬cn; let W1 and W2 be the watched literals
of this clause. If W1 = c, then Js(¬c) = W2, otherwise Js(¬c) = W1. Knowing
that the current interpretation is the result of a propagation step, one can easily
verify that Js is a supporting justification.

Step 4a: Find a witness. The supporting justification can have positive D′-cycles
where D′ is an LFD subdefinition and negative D′-cycles where D′ is a GFD
subdefinition. Because Jcs is cycle-safe, it must be the case that each positive
D′-cycle where D′ is an LFD subdefinition contains at least one disjunctively
defined atom d with Js(d) 6= Jcs(d) and each negativeD′-cycle whereD′ is a GFD
subdefinition contains at least one ¬c, which is the negation of a conjunctively
defined atom c, with Js(¬c) 6= Jcs(¬c). Let us call such literals cycle sources.
Cycle sources belong to the set of literals on which both justifications disagree:
DS = {l | Js(l) 6= Jcs(l)}. The overall strategy is to check for each element cs
in DS whether it is a cycle source, and if so, to perform local adjustments on
the supporting justification so that cs is no longer part of a positive D′-cycle
where D′ is an LFD subdefinition or part of a negative D′-cycle where D′ is a
GFD subdefinition (“justifying cs”). Obviously, the smaller DS, the less work
this step requires.

The further processing then consists of justifying each element cs in DS until
either DS is empty and hence Js is a witness of the current interpretation or
some cs could not be justified, in which case a set Cycle as described in the high
level algorithm is returned.

Analyse(cs) (We omit the case that cs is a disjunctively defined atom due to the
space restrictions. Actually it is quite similar to the case that cs is the negation
of a conjunctively defined atom, which will be presented as follows.)

The negative defined literal cs, which is the negation of a conjunctively de-
fined atom in the definition, is not false in the current interpretation and possibly
belongs to a negative D′-cycle in the supporting justification Js where D′ is a
GFD subdefinition.

In an initialisation step, the procedure marks all negative literals as unsafe
that are defined in some GFD subdefinition D′ and are on a D′-path in Js that
leads to cs. This means that all negative literals that belong to an eventual
negative D′-cycle are marked as unsafe; however, also other negative literals can
be marked as unsafe. If Js(cs) is not marked, then there is no negative D′-cycle
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passing through cs and we are done. Otherwise, cs is a cycle source and Js has
to be adjusted.

By “to justify the negation ¬c of a conjunctively defined atom c” we mean
setting Js(¬c) such that ¬c is no longer part of a negative D′-cycle through cs;
“to justify the negation ¬d of a disjunctively defined atom d” means showing
that negations of all body literals of d are justified. The purpose of the algorithm
is to justify cs.

The negation ¬c of a conjunctively defined atom c can be justified either by
setting Js(¬c) to a literal that is not marked unsafe, or by setting it to a negative
literal that in turn can be similarly justified. To this end, a working queue Q,
initialised with cs, is maintained: Q contains literals that can still be tried to be
justified.

The algorithm also maintains a set Cycle, initialised with cs, of literals that
are waiting to be justified. If the algorithm fails, then the elements of Cycle have
not been justified.

Literals are popped from Q and processed, until either it is ensured that cs
is no longer part of a negative D′-cycle or Q is empty, in which case Cycle is
returned. Let ¬c be the popped element. If it is no longer marked as unsafe, it has
already been justified and the next element can be popped. Otherwise, two cases
are distinguished. They rely on a procedure Justify(¬q) described afterwards.

¬c is the negation of the conjunctively defined atom c. Let Bc be the body
of the defining rule for c. If ¬Bc has a negative literal ¬b that is neither
marked nor false, then set Js(¬c) = ¬b (¬c is not false under the current
interpretation, hence, to preserve support, ¬b has to be non false as well)
and perform Justify(¬c). Note that ¬c is now justified: ¬b is not marked and
hence has no D′-path to cs. Furthermore, it has no D′-path to ¬c either, be-
cause all negative literals with a D′-path to ¬c in Js are marked. Therefore
adding the edge ¬c→ ¬b cannot create a new negative D′-cycle.
If all non false literals in ¬Bc are marked (they are negative literals as
positive atoms cannot be marked), the ones that are not yet in Cycle are all
pushed on Q and added to Cycle: justifying any of them suffices to justify
¬c (Justify will take care of doing that).

¬c is the negation of the disjunctively defined atom c. Let Bc be the body
of the defined rule for c. If ¬Bc has no marked literal, ¬c is justified (not part
of a negative D′-cycle through cs), so Justify(¬c) is performed. Otherwise,
a marked negative defined literal ¬q is selected from ¬Bc (preferably one
already in Cycle) and, if not yet in Cycle, added to it and pushed on Q. The
negative literal ¬q is called the guard of ¬c. Adding only this guard to Q (or
none if already in Cycle), instead of all marked negative body literals, has
the advantage that no computation time will be lost on other negative body
literals in case this guard cannot be justified. In case it can, Justify(¬q) will
add ¬c to Q again for reconsideration.

Justify(¬q) The “unsafe” mark is removed from the negative literal ¬q and the
negative literal is removed from Cycle. Moreover, if it is an element from DS
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then it can be removed from DS as well, as it can no longer be a cycle source.
Finally, if it is cs itself, we are done and can start with processing the next
element in DS. If it is not cs, we have to continue:

– For every ¬c ∈ Cycle, which is the negation of a conjunctively defined atom
c, with ¬q ∈ ¬Bc, set Js(¬c) = ¬q and perform Justify(¬c). Indeed, if ¬q
is no longer part of the negative D′-cycle through cs, then so is ¬c in the
changed Js.

– For every ¬c that is the negation of a disjunctively defined atom c and has
¬q as guard, ¬c is pushed on Q.

If Q becomes empty before cs could be justified, some negative literals (at
least cs itself) are still in Cycle, and all possible supporting subjustifications for
them have been exhaustively searched; none has been found that does not have
negative D′-cycle through cs. These implies that these negative literals cannot
have a witness, hence it is correct to add the learning clauses in step 4b.

Step 4b: Learning clauses from the Cycle-set . When the supporting justifica-
tion cannot be adjusted into a cycle-safe supporting justification, the set Cycle
of defined literals that cannot have a witness subjustification is returned. The
positive atoms in the set that are locally defined in an LFD subdefinition have
to be set false in the current interpretation and the negative literals in the set
that are locally defined in a GFD subdefinition have to be set false as well in the
current interpretation. To properly integrate this with the SAT solver and its
backtracking search, this is achieved by extending the theory with an appropriate
learned clause for each of these literals.

Define Ante = (
⋃

d∈Cycle,d positive,d disjunctively defined Bd ∪⋃
¬c∈Cycle,¬c negation of c,c conjunctively defined ¬Bc)\Cycle. The falsity of those lit-

erals forces the falsity of the literals in the cycle set. A so-called loop formula∨
Ante ∨ ¬(

∨
Cycle) captures this (adapted from [13]); its CNF contains one

reason clause for each literal in Cycle.

Overview of the main procedure of the algorithm. To a standard contem-
porary DPLL-based SAT solver, we add a phase of “definitional propagations”,
to be executed after the unit propagations on the clauses of the theory as well as
on comp(D 6©). For this phase we introduce a new data structure: a justification
J that is certainly cycle-safe in D 6©.

The phase starts by finding a supporting justification J ′; in case of a 2WL
implementation JW is used for this. The set of cycle sources CS is then initial-
ized: the literals on which J and J ′ differ. The Analyse algorithm is then applied
on literals cs ∈ CS, one by one, whereby J ′ changes, and CS may be decreased.
If the algorithm terminates with a non-empty set Cycle, the definitional prop-
agation phase adds the corresponding loop formulae and then terminates, after
which standard unit propagations are resumed. Otherwise, CS will eventually
be emptied, and we can then set J := J ′: this justification is both cycle-safe and
supporting. Also, W can be adapted to J ′ such that JW = J ′, so that on later
occasions the set of cycle sources will likely be smaller.
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6 Conclusions and Related Work

In this paper, we introduced the fixpoint definitions, which is an alternative ex-
pression of fixpoint constructs, and the logic FO(FD), which is an extension of
first order logic with fixpoint definitions. We investigated the correspondence
between fixpoint definitions and non-monotone inductive definitions in FO(ID),
which is a knowledge representation language integrating ASP-style logic pro-
gramming and classical logic. We presented PC(FD), which is the propositional
fragment of FO(FD), and demonstrated how to extend existing SAT solvers to
become SAT(FD) solvers.

Related work is provided by Gupta et al. in [11]. They introduced coinduc-
tion, which corresponds to the greatest fixpoint constructor, into logic program-
ming to obtain the coinductive logic programming. They discussed applications
of coinductive logic programming into programming verification, model check-
ing and non-monotonic reasoning, in particular its manifestation as answer set
programming. However, in the coinductive logic programming, naively mixing
coninduction and induction leads to contradictions. This contradiction is re-
solved by stratifying inductive and coinductive predicates in a program. Indeed,
arbitrary cyclical nesting of least and greatest fixpoint expressions is allowed in
FO(FD).

We are currently implementing the algorithm of SAT(FD) as an extension
to the SAT(ID) solver MiniSat(ID) [15], which is a SAT solver for PC(ID), the
propositional fragment of FO(ID). MiniSat(ID) is built based on the popular
SAT solver MiniSat [9]. The comparison between MiniSat(ID) and the best ASP
solvers is discussed in detail in [15]. We intend to integrate the SAT solver for
PC(FD) into MiniSat(ID) and the resulting solver MiniSat(ID,FD) will hopefully
exhibit the expected benefits.
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